
COOLING FLUIDS
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Compressor Lubricating & Cooling Fluids.

DesiS,ned Especially For Sullivan-Palatek
Rotary Ecrew Air Compressors.
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Palatek. perlIa-rbe 32p
Pal lube 32p is a special ly
formulated lubricant designed
for long operational life in a
rotary screw air compressor,
even under adverse operating
conditions.

Pal lube 32p is c lean ;n
operation, environmentally
benign and cooler during
operatron.
Pallube 32p is Biodegradable.
Life: 8,000 hrs. or 2-years.

Superiar S.t rr{!tetir: Lul}ritxN}!iurts
Prat idc:

. Exceptional oxid ative stabil ity

. Low sludging tendency

. Rust & corrosion inhibited

. Lower equipment maintenance

. Viscosity stabil ity & Long life

. lmproved performance

. Extended anti-wear characteristics

. Viscosity stabil ity

. Thermal & hydrolytic stabil ity

-i

F(}CID GRADE 32LL
Food Grade 32rr is a custom-blended
polyalphaolefin (PAO) of 100% synthetic
base oils using only FDA approved
ingredients for incidental contact.

This lubricant is relatively a long life
lubricant formulaled especially for flooded
screw compressors. Federally authorized
by the USDA for meat and poultry plants.
Has H-1 rating for incidental food contact.

Food Grade 32LL is Biodegradable.

Life: 4,000 hrs. or 1-year.

Protect your Rotary Screw
Air Compressors with these

pal-rxrnn 44
Pal-EXTRA 44 is a custom-formulated
lubricant specifically designed for
extended life in severe,demanding
conditions encountered in rotary screw
compressors which are in virtually
continuous operation.

Pal-EXTRA 44 combines the advan-
tages of a synthesized hydrocarbon
blended with a very thermally and
oxidatavely stable polyolester. This com-
bination provides excellent material
compatibility along with superior
resistance to air-borne contaminants.
Life: 10,000 hrs. or 2-years.

palasya] 45
Palasyn 45 is a custom-formulated
lubricant specifically designed for
long life under the severe, demanding
conditions normally encountered in
recirculating systems such as rotary
screw compressors.

Palasyn 45 combines the advantages
of a sythesized hydrocarbon which
results in performance improvements
beyond conventional mineral oils
and many synthetic oils.

Life: 4,000 hrs. or 1-year.

S u pe ri or Syntheti c Lu b r i coo I ants.
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Super Flush SL620 is a cteaning
formula specially designed to clean
machines to allow for a lubricant
change.  Cleans varn ish and s ludge.

SL620 can be used to clean or
flush systems running on synthetic
lubes as well as normal mineral
oil. Contains additives to allow
operat ing up to 500 hrs.  or  1-month.
SL620 is  Biodegradable.

It is impoftant to

The QuickDraw Oll Sampler worts on y on a min mum
of 4 pounds pressufe. You can take a sample in half the t me it
takes usinq convenl ona methods.

take good clean oil samples.

The QuickDraw Oil Sampling Method was designed to allow the
QuickDraw Oil Sampier to probe the sampl ng valve and draw a fluid
sample. The QuickDraw Oil Sampler allows the user to draw the sam-
ple without leakage and free to contamination.

By using the QuickDraw Oil Sampler you do not have to shut down the
engine or compressor to take a sample. There is no gun, no tube. and
no mess. The QuickDraw comes with a fluid valve that you install
upstream of the oil f i l ter

The fluid valve is a one time cost. the fluid valve comes with a seal-tight
dust cap and retainer chain. The valve comes in standard materials of
brass and stainless steel with standard thread sizes 1/8" and 1/4" NPT
(National Pipe Thread).

FLU D FILL
The cooling system consists of a fan, f inned-tube radiator-type fluid
cooler, thermal valve to accelerate warm -up, a f! l l-f low fi l ter a fluid
drain valve and interconnecting tubing. Pressure in the fluid separation
tank causes the Iubricoolant to flow from this region of high pressure,
through the system to an area of lower pressure at the compressor
unit. Fluid flows from the fluid separation tank to the coolei from the
cooler to the frlter and from the fi l ter to the compressor.

During cold starts, the fluid wil l by-pass the fluld cooler and go dlrectly
io the fi l ter. While warming graduai change ocrurs where the fluid flow
is split, partial f lows being shared by both the fluid cooler and by-pass
through the thermal valve. When fully warmed up, the thermal valve is
closed and all the lubricoolant f lows through the cooler The fluid fi l ter is
of the spin-on replacement element type. The element should be
changed ln accordance with the maintenance schedule pfovided wilh
vour comDressor.

FLUTD DRATN VALIE RECi SUI\4P

COOLING SYSTEM SCHEMATIC

THERI\IOSTAT

COOL FLUID

HOT FLU D



5ullivan STANDARD PERFORMANCE MODELS
Palatek

5,7 .5  &  10  H.P
15 & 40 H.P

Regenerative Compressed
Ak Dryers

CFM - 30 to 2650

SPRF Model Shown
Reftigerated Dryer

Models 23A - 2650A

75 & 100 H.P

CDF Automotive

40, 50 & 60 H.P

125 to 300 H.P

5ullivan
Palatek

3501 West Dunes Highway
lVichigan City, lN 46360

f EL: 219-87 4-2497 Fl\X: 219-872-5043
TEL: 800-438-6203 FAX: 800-725-6203

http://www palatek.com
Email: info@palatek.com
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